Abstract
This paper reports on the implementation of the efficient Manaus project, with the objective of developing a mobile application that expiries on energy saving, related to environmental issues, since energy production, advanced natural resources. This application is designed to be used in a residential unit to provide residents with information on formula applications that explain the generation and energy expenditure of household electrical appliances, use or usage tests, and usage of the device. lowering values and minimizing the use of environmental resources. Thus, through a process of raising awareness of the knowledge gained from research in recent years, as well as providing quality content and ease of access, use the Google platform "APP INVENTOR" as a framework for testing results. Therefore, compile information on the best use of energy from a variety of information, including the elaboration of a Quiz, which addresses questions such as: where does electricity come from; tariff flags; efficient equipment; and electricity security, implemented in the application where they were supported by tools such as cartridges, and information from the agencies that reference each of these themes. This mode generates positive expectations for the future, which can create numerous other applications with information that helps to understand products, processes, changes in the sustainability context, to minimize impacts by new technologies.
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Abstract

This paper reports on the implementation of the efficient Manaus project, with the objective of developing a mobile application that expires on energy saving, related to environmental issues, since energy production, advanced natural resources. This application is designed to be used in a residential unit to provide residents with information on formula applications that explain the generation and energy expenditure of household electrical appliances, use or usage tests, and usage of the device. lowering values and minimizing the use of environmental resources. Thus, through a process of raising awareness of the knowledge gained from research in recent years, as well as providing quality content and ease of access, use the Google platform "APP INVENTOR" as a framework for testing results. Therefore, compile information on the best use of energy from a variety of information, including the elaboration of a Quiz, which addresses questions such as: where does electricity come from; tariff flags; efficient equipment; and electricity security, implemented in the application where they were supported by tools such as cartridges, and information from the agencies that reference each of these themes. This mode generates positive expectations for the future, which can create numerous other applications with information that helps to understand products, processes, changes in the sustainability context, to minimize impacts by new technologies.
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1. Introduction

Human evolution proceeded rapidly, changing the ways of man, who stopped the habit of hunting during the day and sleeping at night soon after discovering fire, the first artificial way to produce lighting and air conditioning systems. However, this mode of illumination has brought great benefits. Various types of handcrafted inventions that made life easier were hand-held, today they have become complex equipment that works by means of electricity. In this way there was an increase in electricity consumption and to meet the needs there was also an increase in the use of fossil fuels to generate energy, world crises that reduced this consumption and consequently world crises that showed the sensitivity of production and forced to reduce consumption.

This was only possible with environmental awareness projects, energy efficiency, ABNT NBR standards, and ISO, PROCEL, INMETRO certifications, where without technical and scientific monitoring in the elaboration of such items, it would not be possible to obtain an improvement in the projects, current products and services. Due to the growing demand of the population for many products and processes even with interventions, the lack of supervision causes urban centers to grow irregularly. The energy crisis that occurred in 2001 caused the population and the government to look for alternatives that would be beneficial and consequently reduce their expenses in the generation and consumption of electricity. Thus, it seeks to reduce consumption, increase the appreciation of real estate and safety against: shocks, short circuits and bad weather. Therefore, through this information is justified the creation of an application to facilitate access to information, which is often difficult to access or understand, to monitor all consumption of energy use.

Thus, given the current need for effective energy efficiency in the residential sector, proven by the lower investment cost and less polluting when compared to the generation of energy obtained from fossil fuels (current matrix) can be diagnosed and created mechanisms for the planning of power generation and equipment, economically viable in order to collaborate with the environment.

We cannot talk about sustainability without presenting the whole process of change that began in the eighteenth century with the industrial revolution, replacing such crafts with machines. It is currently undergoing new changes, replacing the man who complemented the work, linked to the reduction, indicating a new change of habit.

This change in habit, given sustainability, arose in Stockholm in 1972, at the UN conference on the environment, in which Brazil participated, based on contrary ideas from international demands, for new methods to mitigate the environmental damage caused. However, the scenario of the time was alarming and generated protests and news on journalistic pages, such as the change in the color of the sky, waters outside of potability standards, crisis in public health, damage to fauna and flora (DUARTE, 2015).

Between sustainability and profit the Brazilian industry, the country always aimed at profit without caring about sustainability, indicating a process of returns. However, the population, especially those who lived around the industries, felt harmed and the industry was forced to change its practices, reinforced by the Brundtland report of 1987, which at the time was innovative, thus showing the first signs of the economic tripod, which characterized the economy, the environment and society, presenting a perfect symbiosis for
industrial evolution as a whole. With the increase in the life expectancy of the population came the exponential increase in the value of energy, food and environmental impacts, as well as the technological dependency of developed countries, generating indebtedness that keeps underdeveloped countries without credit, reducing investments and innovations, highlighting the chaos in the economy, tending to slow growth. In this context, the world must revise its model of unbridled consumerism habits that generates increase in production and reduction of natural resources (MARTINE; ALVES, 2015).

In the 1950s, research was already being done on the population's consumption habits, mainly coming from the family itself. However, what really influenced and impacted the change in behavior was the massive dissemination in the media, in which there was exposure of products that facilitated manual labor, highlighting the need to obtain that product in past decades, which lasted for years. However, they have been replaced by increasingly less resilient products with a shorter shelf life, forcing society to consume increasingly using limited resources.

This formation of the consumption habit begins in childhood, which regardless of social class, impacted by the media, the society that teaches how to consume and the family that has been influenced by other generations, generating a vicious cycle between different times (PASDIORA; BREI, 2014).

It should be noted that the great and impacting destruction of natural resources is increasingly being done in the same condition in current history and by applying it we will have less than 1% of human history, which is already questioning: if we have the same From time to time, will we be depleted of resources or evolve to positive technological development? Thus, the favorable prospects towards sustainability should be targeted, even if gradually.

The joining of several notable inventors has generally contributed by making a specific technological leap, playing an important role in today's society. This technological impulse has changed the perspective in the social and marketing areas, either through the rush of new development techniques or the change in society's habit associated with products and services, which occurs surprisingly and quickly (LARA, 2017).

Massive industrialization in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with still little related research, and the lack of technology in the twenty-first century brought about an unpleasant reality of the inherited impacts of the past two centuries. However, in recent years, with the increase in sustainable technologies and practices that the industry has been adopting including the valorization of companies that use these means, it is possible to critically observe companies that do not follow these standards and that are basically obliged to plan change to reduce impacts, generating expectations of change.

However, many midsize and small businesses fail to follow these environmental practices, due to the cost of implementation, and the reliance on larger companies seeking certification, especially suppliers of raw materials, service providers that are forced to obtain these standards, to enter the international market, indirectly causing the search for standardization to ensure in the market.

Importantly, in order to contribute to competitiveness, as well as to receive economic benefits and favorable results for an efficient environmental management, it is necessary to produce good “eco-innovation” strategies and to list the factors arising from these decisions and organizational objectives (CROTTI; MACANEIRO, 2017).

The main changes evidenced occurred more frequently in large companies, such as standard procedures for
systematic quality control, quality management and environmental management (TAHIM; DAMACENO; ARAÚJO, 2019).

Not only has industry been standing out as a sustainable practitioner, but society is aware that it has an important role to play in the changes that have taken place over the last decades, not only by trying to have environmental practices, but by highlighting the possibilities for savings, especially in the electricity sector, one has the biggest expense and one of the biggest technology developers. Today, man is becoming more and more energy-dependent, and able to have good practices and efficient product development to ensure the use of resources for future generations.

However, Brazil suffers major difficulties in research and technology development, making it less and less competitive, weakening the industrial sector in this development process, making the evolutionary and competitive process in the international scenario difficult (LOPES, 2018).

Brazil awoke to the real importance of energy efficiency in the 1980s where exactly in 1981 the CONSERVE program was created and the following year the energy mobilization program; In 1985, the National Electricity Conservation Program was implemented. in 1991 the national program to ration the use of petroleum derivatives and natural gas; and finally, the national energy policy in 1997.

Even with the national energy policy came the 2001 crisis, which originated Law 10295/01 that deals with the conservation and rational use of energy and soon after the decree that indicated the maximum levels of energy consumption and the minimum of efficiency. energetic.

To encourage practice in 2009, commercial, public and service buildings could be certified through the energy efficiency certification program. The electricity sector made a significant advance in 2012, which with the electric power compensation system was able to generate its own clean and renewable energy, releasing a fraction of the system and favoring incentives in micro generation, which through resolution 687, No. 482 , updated in 2015, increased this generation and the duration of the credits.

Almost five decades after the introduction of energy efficiency laws and incentive programs, Brazil is far from being an example to be followed. To avoid the risk of a possible suppression of supply, priority should be given to the development of stricter energy conservation laws, encouraging rational use with a primary focus on industry modernization and policies to combat waste (ALTOE, 2017).

One of the main focuses on reducing environmental impacts, which encompasses a wide range of practices that can be evidenced in modern society, culminates in the process of energy efficiency, becoming one of the most economically viable means for current solutions.

Another reason observed in this process, given that there is an increasing concern about the rational use of electricity, given that government funds are becoming smaller in the electricity sector and that are in opposite flow to population growth, becoming dependent on the means. energy sources (SALVATERRA, 2016).

In a residence, several items can be pointed out so that a good practice of energy efficiency can be worked on, and become solutions for a better efficiency to adapt such measures.

According to COPEL (2019), the three largest consumers of electricity in a residence in 2011 were electric shower, lighting and the refrigerator, highlighting these items, comparing them with the changes that occurred from this period to the current one. such as air conditioners, which relatively have a significant portion in a residence.
Current data provided by the Climate Observatory website (2019); it is noted that air conditioners currently top the list of the largest consumers. With warmer summers, the use of this device is increasing, its demand is expected to triple by 2050 as well as the use of new technologies such as computers, video games, SMART TVs, facilitating the use and installation of these devices, adding more and more load in domestic demand.

What can be changed quickly and safely without any third-party workmanship are LED bulbs, which are increasingly present in the market, and where most come with socket pattern E27 that can be easily replaced by removing the higher consumption value, such as incandescent and fluorescent, as stated by Santos et al. (2015). The LED provides an absolutely cost effective duration, lasting in hours that can reach 50 thousand hours, and a consumption of up to 82%, greater than an incandescent one.

Currently LED lamps are becoming more and more viable, a few years ago a lamp with a poor lighting was around 150 reais, currently a lamp with a very good efficiency around 810 lumens costs an average of 10 reais (free market). 2019, this is positively beneficial, as increases in the brands that make the lamps generate competition and low prices, thus helping ease of purchase, contributing to the energy efficiency of a home.

Another highlight, due to the increasing artificial demands, are the air conditioners, which obtained an exponential increase due to the high temperatures, mainly due to the heat islands as evidenced by Correa (2016) in studies that report the temperature differences in urban environments, contributing to the increased use of these devices.

Demand for artificially acclimatized environments causes a large external impact that due to heat exchanges increases the volume of temperatures outside controlled environments (Kruger and Drach, 2017), this increase decreases energy efficiency in less efficient environments around them, because as stated by Brugnera (2019), depending on the variation of external temperature, high indices, and an increase in energy consumption.

Evidencing this fact we can mention several programs, websites and methodologies that help in the assessment of consumption, energy efficiency, methods and habits that reduce the impact on the environment, however often these technological resources are scattered and are hardly in one model, in this context, we sought to create from the “APP inventor” a web platform that creates applications via android (ANDROIDPRO, 2019), which reports on the ease of producing applications that help people's lives, knowledge about energy efficiency and their understanding, from the environmental need, where it can be predicted expenses.

2. Materials and Method

An exploratory analysis was used to elaborate an application, where from the data collection, mechanisms were created for the use of energy production information, characterizing the quality of electric energy per device, addressing the themes of energy efficiency, power generation, interactive quiz, safety tips.

We used the program "APP inventor", a platform from Google, which compares an irregular residence with one that follows the efficiency standards, addressed in the mobile application.

The choice of the “inventor APP” was due to the ease of programming, where you do not need to have
experience with programming language, because it works with assembly of blocks, including the option of interaction of assembly in real time, with the Smartphone via USB or QR-code, for easy layout of the application interface.

Information has been implemented based on regulatory standards that may highlight the real importance of installations in ABNT NBR 5410 standards and the correct management of energy using ISO 50001 energy efficiency and booklets.

**3. Results and Discussion**

To create in the "inventor APP" there are four main tabs that showed you step by step: the first is the main palette, where you can find all the content that can be added to a screen: how to insert screen image, subtitles, lists, buttons, among others; All of these items are attached on the viewer tab, where you have a simulating screen, on a smartphone. All created content stays on this screen to make adjustments. As needed, the remaining two tabs correspond to components and properties, where you can insert the images contained in your gallery, change letters, colors and sizes of the selected items.

The programmable main part is in the block part, where clicking on it changes the screen layout, without this part you cannot “run” the application on an android system. In computing several commands are used to program, however in the "APP inventor" to be didactically effective separates the main content, control, logic, math, text, lists, colors, variables and procedures, where the entire application revolves around these items.

For the creation of the application, the main items will be the organizers, images, captions, buttons, creating several screens with educational and technical content, and in the programmable part, will be used a set of controls and texts, in which the main controls will be the buttons where clicking will direct the user to other content screens, and the text to specify the selected screens. All content will be programmed automatically with the help of logic blocks.

Finally, upon application completion, what will be learned from the information available when using the application from a quiz with questions related to energy efficiency to know if the application will have a positive effect on the social and environmental.

The present generation lives immersed in the technological world, and increasingly moves away from the physical means of obtaining information. Based on this precept, the creation of digital content focused on a topic of relevant importance, energy efficiency, to indicate the impact on the use of natural resources. Currently, the energy issue is in the opposite direction of the environmental area, where it is necessary to implement means to educate, aiming at the interests, which seeks the reduction through tools that facilitate the conscious use of this resource, reducing its impacts on the environment (BALLESTEROS-BALLESTEROS; GALLEGO-TOWERS 2019).

To this end, the application entitled “Manaus Efficient” becomes a useful tool for reducing the impact on the environment, where it seeks to guide users to have practices in the digital environment, leading to the physical reality, the relationship of rational use of energy with the environment. use of natural resources and financial losses if this does not occur (Figure 1).
According to Rodriguez-Gomez (2019), the speed with which new technologies are advancing and with an increasingly connected world, where acceleration is faster than our thoughts. We must harness these resources for sustainable development, where we can face the world's high progressivity without impacting resources.

Thus the “Manaus efficient” application was developed in the middle and with digital reference, seeking to benefit its users through the mobile platform, benefiting from the internet of things (IOT), especially given the great use of this medium, which is currently had. as essential.

Increasingly we must look for ways to facilitate the processes, being able to highlight any and all areas, the ease and quantity of platforms that help to put ideas into practice, and each one should develop these practices, especially in the environmental area, where One can highlight the environment of the playstore, which even with few tools that help in the issue of energy efficiency, where the theme is directly related to the use of natural resources, can create new creative tools and make it available in the market quickly. and efficient.

4. Conclusion

The development of the present study made it possible to analyze the different contents about the tools for using energy efficiency, the facilities and obstacles found in developing this content, and the use of didactic
resources to assess its learning. In general, there are many difficulties in addressing important topics, besides the lack of interest and even the difficulty of obtaining these tools contributes to this statement. The elaboration of this tool facilitates the interest on the subject and adds up to the few contents available in digital media, helping in the development of best practices and collaborating for new ideas that reduce impacts.

Given the importance of these models and/or tools generated, it is necessary to continuously update the theme and other contents, which can guarantee the quality and advances without impairing the efficiency of the model, in accordance with the need for understanding the consumption and energy demand and the use of natural resources, benefiting society.
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